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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the quality of quarterly records on work hours collected from employers in
the State of Washington to administer the unemployment insurance (UI) system, specifically to
determine eligibility for UI. We subject the administrative records to four “trials,” all of which
suggest the records reliably measure paid hours of work. First, distributions of hours in the
administrative records and Current Population Survey outgoing rotation groups (CPS) both
suggest that 52–54% of workers work approximately 40 hours per week. Second, in the
administrative records, quarter-to-quarter changes in the log of earnings are highly correlated
with quarter-to-quarter changes in the log of paid hours. Third, annual changes in Washington’s
minimum wage rate (which is indexed) are clearly reflected in year-to-year changes in the
distribution of paid hours in the administrative data. Fourth, Mincer-style wage rate and earnings
regressions using the administrative data produce estimates similar to those found elsewhere in
the literature.
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1. Introduction
Reliance on self-reported work hours from survey data, which are prone to non-classical
measurement error, has long been viewed as an impediment to studying the determinants
of work hours (Heckman, 1993; Rodgers, Brown, and Duncan, 1993). In particular, the
vast majority of research on labor supply has necessarily used survey data on selfreported work hours, although Bound et al. (1989) showed that the correlation between
self-reported and payroll hours is only about 0.6. 1 Administrative data have led to
important advances in the understanding of earnings determination and labor mobility,
but they generally do not include information on work hours. The gap is limiting because
the determination of work hours plays such a central role in labor economics and
macroeconomics.
This paper examines the quality of administrative records on paid work hours
reported by employers in the State of Washington. In order to manage and administer
unemployment insurance (UI), all states require employers to report the earnings of each
employee on a quarterly basis, but employers in Washington must in addition report
quarterly paid work hours. 2 Reporting of hours is mandatory because eligibility for UI in
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Bound et al. (1989) and Rodgers, Brown, and Duncan (1993) analyzed the 1983 Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID) validation study, which matched self-reported records in the PSID to payroll records in a
single company for approximately 500 workers, and quantified measurement error in the sample.
Otherwise, little is known about the degree of measurement error in hours reporting in survey data,
particularly in the CPS.
2
Several papers have used Washington UI administrative records for research. Abowd, Finer, and Kramarz
(1999) use a 10% sample of the data for years 1984–1993 to decompose log hourly wages of full-time
workers into individual and firm components. They find that the individual and firm components each
explain about 24% of the variation in the hourly wage. Johnson and Klepinger (1994) and Lachowska,
Meral, and Woodbury (2015, 2016) use the data to analyze the effects of the work search requirement on
unemployment duration and reemployment outcomes. Kurmann and McEntarfer (2017) and Jardim, Solon,
and Vigdor (2019) use the data to examine the extent of downward nominal wage rigidity. They find less
evidence of downward rigidity than has been previously documented, with a smaller spike at zero and more
symmetry in the distribution of wage changes. Lachowska, Mas and Woodbury (2020a) use the data to
decompose earnings after job displacement into hours and wages. Jardim et al. (2021) examine the hours
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Washington is determined by the number of work hours a UI claimant has accumulated in
roughly the year before a claim. 3
Questions have long been raised about the suitability of UI administrative
earnings records for research. Because they are central to financing and administering UI,
most states randomly audit employer earnings reports (Blakemore et al., 1996; Burgess,
Blakemore, and Low, 1998). Accordingly, it is not surprising that existing validation
studies have concluded that UI earnings records, despite drawbacks, provide a good, and
sometimes preferable, alternative to survey data for evaluation.4
We begin by examining the distribution of work hours in the Washington
administrative data and comparing it with the hours distribution in the Current Population
Survey outgoing rotation groups (CPS). 5 We find that the Washington data and the CPS
are consistent in suggesting that about half of employees work close to 40 hours per
week. The main difference of substance between the Washington data and the CPS is that
a larger proportion of workers report working more than 43 hours per week in the CPS.
We interpret this as evidence that a substantial percentage of salaried workers are being
response to minimum wage increases in Seattle, and Cengiz et al. (2019) examine the large statewide
increase in the minimum wage in 1999–2000, both using the Washington administrative data.
3
Washington is the only state that uses hours reports to determine UI eligibility, or to administer UI in any
way. Minnesota has also collected data on hours for many years, but an analysis conducted by Kurmann
and McEntarfer (2017) revealed a high nonresponse rate for hours in the Minnesota records. Recently,
Rhode Island and Oregon have also started collecting employer reports on hours, but like Minnesota,
neither uses these data to administer UI.
4
Kornfeld and Bloom (1999) compared UI earnings records with survey data in a 12-state sample of over
12,000 low-wage workers who participated in the National JTPA Study. They concluded that, except for
young males with past arrests, UI earnings records are a valid alternative to surveys for evaluating
employment and earnings outcomes of training programs. Wallace and Haveman’s (2007) validation study
focused on welfare recipients in Wisconsin and found that earnings records and survey data gave similar
results on employment and earnings outcomes. Abraham et al. (2013) find discrepancies between CPS and
administrative measures of employment status, but conclude that these discrepancies are mainly for
marginal workers and nonstandard jobs.
5
We use data from the CPS outgoing rotation groups throughout the paper because they include data on
usual hours worked per week, usual weekly earnings, and (for hourly paid workers) the hourly wage rate—
see Flood et al. (2020), which is the source of the CPS data we use. When we refer to the CPS, we are
referring to the outgoing rotation groups.
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paid to work 40 hours per week (as reported in the administrative data) but have actual
work hours greater than 40 per week.
Second, we assess the ratio of signal to noise in the Washington hours records by
estimating slope coefficients in regressions of changes in log earnings on changes in log
hours for workers who did not change employers. We find this slope coefficient is 0.80
for data analyzed at a quarterly frequency. Assuming that, for job-stayers, quarter-toquarter earnings vary stochastically around a fixed per-hour wage, the estimates imply a
high ratio of signal-to-noise in the Washington hours data.
Third, we construct a measure of hourly wages by dividing quarterly earnings by
quarterly hours. We show that the distribution of this hourly wage rate exhibits a spike at
the Washington minimum wage, and that the spike moves with year-to-year increases in
Washington’s minimum wage, which is indexed. Finally, we conduct a consistency check
of the hours data by estimating Mincer-style regressions using log hourly wage rates and
show that the age-wage profile, returns to education, and gender wage and earnings gaps
are similar to analogous estimates based on survey data.
Our findings have implications for any analysis of paid work hours and for
economic variables constructed using hours in the denominator, like hourly wage rates
and output per hour (Ramey, 2012). They also have implications for the use of
administrative data in analyzing employment-to-employment worker transitions, as we
show in the concluding section 7. In the policy domain, the findings have implications for
estimating the benefits and costs of income transfers, as well as for understanding the
impacts of labor market regulations, notably minimum wage and overtime regulations
under the Fair Labor Standard Act (FLSA)—see, for example, Quach (2021).

4

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Washington
administrative data, and section 3 compares the distributions of work hours in the
Washington data and the CPS. Section 4 develops a regression-based test of signal-tonoise in the Washington hours data. Section 5 examines nominal hourly wage
distributions generated by the Washington records (by year) and examines those
distributions in relation to changes in the Washington minimum wage. Section 6
describes estimates of log wage and log earnings regressions estimated using the
Washington data, and the final section offers some concluding observations.

2. Description of the Data
The data we examine come from the records maintained by the Employment Security
Department (ESD) of Washington State to administer the state’s UI system: quarterly
earnings records from all UI-covered employers in Washington from 2001:1 through
2014:4; and the UI claims records of all individuals who claimed UI in Washington at
any time during the same period.6
The administrative earnings records of most states comprise a quarterly record for
each worker-employer match that includes (a) an individual worker identifier, (b) a yearquarter identifier, (c) an employer identifier, (d) the NAICS industry code of the
employer, and (e) the worker’s earnings from that employer in that quarter. In addition,
employers covered by the Washington UI system are required to report each worker’s

6

The only employers not required to report quarterly earnings and hours are so-called reimbursable
employers—government agencies, private non-profits, and federally recognized Indian tribes who elect to
reimburse the UI agency for benefits paid to their laid off workers. Also, self-employed workers do not file
quarterly earnings reports, and underground earnings are not reported. See Washington Administrative
Code Title 192, Chapter 300, Section 060.
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quarterly paid work hours. This requirement results from Washington’s practice, which is
unique among the UI systems in the United States, of using work hours in (roughly) the
year before claiming UI to determine eligibility for UI. 7
The inclusion of work hours in the administrative earnings record is a distinct
advantage of the Washington data, making it possible to construct an hourly wage rate in
quarter t for most workers in Washington’s formal labor market. 8
2.1 Washington reporting guidelines and compliance
Washington employers must follow specific guidelines for reporting hours of their UIcovered employees. 9 Employers are specifically instructed to report the “number of hours
worked in the quarter,” including regular hours, overtime hours, hours of vacation and
paid leave. For salaried, commissioned, and piecework employees, employers are
instructed to report actual hours unless those hours are not tracked, in which case they are
instructed to report 40 hours per week. Failure to report hours, submitting an incomplete
report, or filing in the wrong format results in a financial penalty after a first warning.
Employers do not report whether a worker is salaried or paid hourly, and for this reason
the hours measure in the Washington data is best thought of as hours paid, as opposed to
hours worked.
In many cases, employers report that a worker had positive earnings and zero
hours in the same quarter. In general, we take these reports to be accurate because the

7

As already mentioned, Minnesota, Oregon, and Rhode Island also include work hours in their earnings
reports, but none uses work hours to determine eligibility or UI benefit amounts.
8
Exemptions from coverage are limited to the self-employed, including outside sales workers paid solely
by commission and independent contractors meeting exemption tests specified in Washington’s UI law
(Revised Code of Washington, Title 50). Nonprofit religious organizations are also exempt.
9
For details, see Washington Administrative Code, Title 192, Chapter 310, Section 010, as well as the
materials posted by the Washington Employment Security Department explaining the requirements of the
law: “Quarterly Reporting Requirements” <https://www.esd.wa.gov/employer-taxes/reportingrequirements> (last accessed November 9, 2021).
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Washington ESD instructs employers to report back pay, bonuses, commissions, cafeteria
and 401k plan payments, royalties and residuals, severance and separation pay,
settlements, sick leave, and tips and gratuities as quarter t earnings if they were paid in
quarter t, even if the worker no longer worked for the employer in that quarter. 10 This has
potentially important implications for tracking employment-to-employment transitions, as
we show below in section 7.
Figure 1 shows the proportion of earnings records showing zero or missing hours,
for all quarterly employer-worker records (panel A) and for records representing “full”
quarters and primary employment (panel B). 11 Black and grey bars show the proportions
of records with missing and zero hours, respectively.
Compared with all earnings records, those representing full quarters and primary
employment have a smaller proportion reporting zero or missing hours. Compliance with
the hours reporting requirements appears to be high and has improved during the period
we observe: During 2001–2014 overall, less than 3% of earnings records showed zero or
missing hours, and this proportion has steadily decreased over time to less than 1%. Also,
starting in 2007, the proportion of zero hours for full quarters and primary employment
stabilized at about one-sixth of 1%, and by 2014, missing hours had been virtually
eliminated in such records. 12 Washington ESD personnel believe these improvements
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See “Reporting Zero Hours” https://esd.wa.gov/employer-taxes/zero-hour-reports (last accessed
November 9, 2021).
11
As we describe more fully in the next section, the primary employer is the employer from whom the
worker had the most earnings in a quarter, and a full quarter is a quarter that is book-ended by quarters with
the same primary employer.
12
The percentage of zero or missing hours in the Washington data compares favorably with the percentage
of hours observations that are zero, allocated, top-coded, or reported by proxy in the CPS. In the CPS
outgoing rotation groups for Washington during 2001–2014, there are 30,967 observations with weekly
earnings that were positive, not top-coded, and not allocated. Of these, 14,235 (about 46%) had labor force
information reported by proxy, and of the remaining 16,723, 988 (about 6%) had usual hours of 0, top-
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have resulted from improvements in the software used by ESD that have made it simpler
for employers to report earnings and hours and less likely that they will make errors and
omissions.
2.2. Descriptive statistics and initial comparisons with the CPS
Table 1 displays summary statistics for the Washington data overall and for two
subsamples. Column 1 shows summary statistics for all available quarterly workeremployer records. (These include multiple records per quarter for workers who have
more than one employer in a quarter. 13) Column 2 restricts the sample to quarterly
records representing only “full” quarters and primary employment. (This is a subset of
the sample in column 1. A primary employer is the employer from which the largest
share of earnings was received in a quarter, and a “full” quarter is a quarter both preceded
and succeeded by quarters of employment with the same primary employer.14) We do this
to overcome the problem of workers switching primary employers mid-quarter, which
would lead to understating usual quarterly earnings and quarterly hours.
The most notable difference between columns 1 and 2 pertains to industry
composition: the proportion of observations in educational services and in health care and
social assistance both drop markedly when only full quarters and primary employment
are considered (column 2). This occurs because relatively many jobs in these sectors are
secondary or short-term (Lachowska, Mas, Saggio, and Woodbury 2021), so they are not
included in the full-quarter/primary job sample. The other difference is that the average

coded, or allocated. (An observation is allocated when a response is “don't know,” “refused,” otherwise
missing, or contradictory to other information.)
13
Also, as described in the notes to Table 1, we drop observations in the top and bottom 1% of the hours
distribution (> 809 hours/quarter and < 34 hours/quarter).
14
For example, if employer A was a worker’s primary employer in quarter t, that quarterly observation
remains in the sample only if employer A was also that worker’s primary employer in quarters t−1 and t+1.
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wage rate for full quarters and primary employment (column 2) is lower than for all
quarterly observations (column 1). This occurs because many partial quarters include
quarters in which a separation occurred (column 1), and these quarters often include pay
for accumulated leave, severance, and other payments that result in a very high nominal
hourly wage (see section 2.1 above; see also Lachowska, Mas, and Woodbury 2020,
Figure 5 and footnote 39).
For comparison with the Washington data, column 4 of Table 1 provides
descriptive statistics from the CPS outgoing rotation groups for Washington during
2001–2014. 15 The differences between columns 2 and 4 highlight some of the basic
differences between administrative and survey data—the quarterly frequency of the
Washington administrative data versus the monthly frequency (with a weekly reference)
of the CPS; and the payroll-reporting nature of the administrative data versus the CPS
questions about “usual” earnings and work hours.
The CPS asks respondents to report “actual” hours worked last week and “usual”
weekly hours at their main job, so in the Washington data (column 2), we need to divide
average quarterly hours by 13 to obtain a weekly measure. Doing this shows that average
hours in the Washington data (column 2) are 36.4 hours per week, compared with 37.4
(for actual hours last week) and 38.4 (for usual hours) in the CPS (column 4).16 Reasons
for these differences are discussed in section 3 below, but similar differences between
hours measures based on administrative records and surveys have been found in many
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See the notes to Table 1 for a full description of the restrictions we impose to obtain the CPS samples.
“Usual weekly hours” are consistently higher than “actual hours worked” in the CPS, as Frazis and
Stewart (2014) have discussed. Their explanation is that CPS respondents tend to report modal hours when
asked about usual hours, and if the distribution of weekly hours is right-skewed, the result is an
overstatement of mean weekly hours.

16
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countries (Fleck 2009).
Measured average hourly wages are substantially higher in the Washington data
than in the CPS ($28.34 compared with $20.90). This difference reflects mainly topcoding in the CPS: whereas we have made no attempt to top-code the calculated wage
rate in the Washington data, the wage rate for hourly workers in the CPS is top-coded at
$99.99 per hour, and the maximum calculated wage rate for salaried workers in the CPS
is $231 per hour. In contrast to mean hourly wage rates, median hourly wage rates in the
Washington data and the CPS are much closer ($19.74 in Washington, versus $18.46 in
the CPS—not shown in the table), which illustrates the sensitivity of the moments of
wage distributions to top-coding.
The industry distributions in the Washington data (column 2) and the CPS
(column 4) are broadly similar, although there are differences, most notably in
educational services (10.4% in the CPS versus 3.0% in the Washington data) and public
administration (7.1 percent in the CPS versus 3.1% in the Washington data). The three
largest industries in both Washington data and the CPS are manufacturing, retail trade,
and health care and social assistance, although in all three cases, the estimates from the
Washington data and the CPS differ by 2.5 to 4.0 percentage points.
Three factors account for these differences in industry composition. First, many
government and private non-profit employers do not file earnings records because they
reimburse the UI agency for UI benefits paid to their laid-off workers (see footnote 6).
The substantial under-representation of workers in educational services, public
administration, and health care and social services in the Washington data compared with
the CPS results from the concentration of “reimbursable” employers in those sectors.
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Second, the industry codes shown for the CPS are NAICS “analogs” derived from
a crosswalk from the 3-digit harmonized industry codes used in the IPUMS CPS (based
on Census Industry Classification System codes) to NAICS 2-digit codes (used in the
Washington administrative data), and the crosswalk is imperfect. For example, service
activities that are distributed across industries in the NAICS are lumped into an “Other
services” classification in the Census system.
Third, differences between administrative and survey data in the frequencies and
methods of reporting lead to differences in the types of jobs that appear in the two types
of data. For example, restricting the Washington administrative sample to fullquarter/primary jobs results in greater representation of industries that tend to offer more
stable employment.17 The relatively high proportion of employment in manufacturing in
column 2 (compared with column 1, which is not restricted to full-quarter/primary jobs)
is one clear result.
A comparison of columns 4 and 5 of Table 1 suggests that the industry
composition of employment in Washington is quite similar to the U.S. as a whole. The
main exception is employment in information (NAICS sector 51), which is greater in
Washington than in the U.S. by 1.5 percentage points. Washington’s economy is
dominated by the Seattle metropolitan area, which Moretti (2012) has referred to as an
innovation hub, so it makes sense that Washington has a relatively large information
sector. This may in turn explain why the average wage in Washington is higher than in
the U.S. as a whole by about $2 per hour.

17

A similar finding has been noted by Schochet, Burghardt, and McConnell (2008).
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2.3 Demographic characteristics in the Washington data
UI earnings records rarely include demographic characteristics. Rather, states typically
record worker characteristics only when a worker claims UI benefits and registers for
employment services through the public labor exchange. For that reason, we know
worker characteristics—age, gender, race, education—only for the subset of about 30%
of workers in the Washington data who claimed UI and registered with the public labor
exchange at some point during 2001–2014. We focus on this subsample in Section 6,
where we estimate Mincer wage and earnings regressions based on the Washington data
for comparison with regressions based on CPS outgoing rotation group data.
Descriptive statistics for the subsample of workers for whom we observe
demographics are displayed in column 3 of Table 1. Three points stand out about these
workers: compared with the full-quarter/primary job sample (column 2), their average
hourly wage rate is substantially lower ($23.86, compared with $28.84), their average
quarterly work hours are higher (121, compared with 132), and their average quarterly
earnings are lower ($11,249, compared with $13,203). Also, the demographic subsample
tends to work for smaller employers, and it is more heavily concentrated in construction
and manufacturing. All of these characteristics are consistent with what we would expect
to observe in a sample of workers who have been UI claimants.
Overall, the strengths of the Washington data are substantial: they provide
information on the employment, earnings, and work hours of the vast majority of workers
employed in Washington over a period of 14 years. Nevertheless, three characteristics of
the Washington data are potential shortcomings, as we have noted: first, although
Washington’s industry composition is similar to the U.S. as a whole, it does have a
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relatively large information sector and a substantially higher average wage rate than the
U.S. overall, so it cannot be portrayed as representative of the U.S.; second, demographic
information is available for only a subsample; and third, the data do not allow us to
distinguish salaried employees from hourly-paid employees. We discuss this last issue
further in Section 3.

3. Hours Distributions in the Washington data and the CPS
We face two challenges in “benchmarking” the Washington hours data against the CPS.
First, as already mentioned, the CPS asks respondents to report “actual” hours worked
last week and “usual” weekly hours at their main job, whereas the Washington data
reports each worker’s quarterly hours for each employer. We have experimented with
alternative methods of binning quarterly hours in the Washington data so as to conform
with the weekly hours measures in the CPS. As will be seen, the different methods yield
similar conclusions.
Second, the Washington records do not identify salaried workers. The concern is
that, for some salaried workers whose hours are not tracked, hours worked will differ
from paid hours, and hence be mismeasured—40 hours per week will be an
understatement of actual hours worked for some, and possibly an overstatement for
others. The result would be an unrealistic “pile-up” of measured hours worked per week
at 40 in the Washington records. Interestingly, however, the distributions shown below
suggest this is not happening.
Figure 2 (panel A) shows the distribution of quarterly work hours in the
Washington data, including only primary employment and “full” quarters (the sample
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summarized in column 2 of Table 1). The distribution is presented in one-hour-perquarter bins—the natural unit of measurement. About 9% of employees worked exactly
520 hours per quarter for their primary employer—the modal quarterly hours worked.
Assuming 13 weeks per quarter and five-day workweeks, 520 work hours per quarter
represents 40 work hours per week. However, because the number of workdays per
quarter is variable, a 40-hour workweek may sometimes translate into quarterly hours
slightly greater or less than 520. This is evident in the distribution shown in Figure 2
(panel A), with mass just to the right and left of the 520-hour spike. Figure 2 (panel B)
uses wider (10-hour-per-quarter bins) to subsume the mass near 520 hours per quarter,
and produces a spike near 520 hours of 12.5%.
In both panels A and B, spikes in the hours distribution also appear at 480 and
560 hours per quarter. These spikes may result from many employers’ practice of using
two-week pay periods, which result in either 12 paid weeks in a quarter (and 6
paychecks) or 14 paid weeks in a quarter (and 7 paychecks). If employers use payroll
records to report workers’ hours, which seems likely, the result is that workers with 40
paid hours every two weeks will be reported as having either 480 or 560 hours in a
quarter. These variations in quarterly hours affect both salaried and hourly workers. 18
In Figure 3, we use the same sample as in Figure 2, but divide quarterly hours by
13 to obtain an approximate measure of weekly work hours. Effectively, this produces
still wider bins (13 hours per quarter), and we see spikes at about 37, 40, and 43 hours per

18

We are grateful to Gary Solon for this point. Seth Murray (2020) has produced an exhaustive
examination of alternative pay schedules by applying a machine-learning algorithm to LEHD data. One
implication of employers using different pay schedules is that, when analyzing hours as an outcome in a
regression model, it is important to control for employer by year by quarter fixed effects, so comparisons
are not sensitive to employer pay schedules. See Lachowska, Mas, Saggio, and Woodbury (2021).
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week, with the spikes at 37 and 43 hours per week corresponding to those at 480 and 560
hours per quarter in Figure 2. An upper-bound estimate of the percentage of workers
whose hours are 40 per week can be obtained by summing the mass from 37 to 43 hours
per week, which results in an estimate of about 52 percent. This is an upper-bound for at
least two reasons. First, only “full” quarters are included in the sample underlying
Figures 2 and 3, and jobs that span at least one full quarter are more likely to be stable,
full-time jobs than those that do not. Second, it likely counts many workers who really
worked more or less than 40 hours per week (notably those in the spikes at 37 and 43
hours per week) as working 40 hours per week.
3.1. Comparing hours distribution in the Washington data and CPS
The distribution of weekly hours in Figure 3 can be compared with two alternative hours
distributions from the CPS. The CPS asks employed wage and salary workers about the
“actual” number of hours they worked in the week before the survey (both on the main
job and over all jobs). In addition, the CPS asks those who were either employed or “had
a job but were not at work last week” about their “usual” weekly hours. Responses to
these CPS questions give the closest available analogues to the measures of weekly hours
worked in the Washington administrative records. Figure 4 displays the distribution of
“actual” hours worked at the main job in the previous week, and Figure 5 shows the
distribution of “usual” hours worked on the main job, both based on Washington wage
and salary workers in the CPS from January 2001 through December 2014. 19
The appearance of the distributions in Figures 4 and 5 (from the CPS) differs
sharply from the distribution in Figure 3 (the Washington administrative data). In the

19

Distributions for the U.S. as a whole are strikingly similar to those for Washington alone.
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CPS, nearly 38% of wage and salary workers report “actual” work hours of 40 per week,
and about 53.5% report “usual” work hours of 40 per week. This compares with just 17%
of the Washington employer reports clustering at the 40-hour-per-week spike (Figure 3).
In particular, the hours responses in the CPS appear to “heap” at round numbers: 20, 30,
40 (especially), 50, and 60 hours per week. Such heaping of self-reported work hours in
the CPS has been noted previously by Farber (2005), among others. In contrast, the
Washington hours distribution in Figure 3 shows a wider spread in hours, with no
prominent gaps between the spikes at 37, 40, and 43 hours per week.
Nevertheless, the hours distributions from the Washington data and the CPS are
similar in an important respect: The upper-bound estimate of the percentage of workers
whose hours are 40 per week in Washington is about 52 percent, close to the 53.5 percent
who report “usual” weekly hours of 40 per week in the CPS. This similarity between
reported hours in the Washington administrative data and “usual” hours in the CPS
makes sense because the Washington sample includes only “full” quarters (which tends
to increase the percentage of full-time jobs observed), and because “usual” hours are
likely to reflect a typical pay period, similar to the administrative reports.
3.2. Cumulative distribution functions
To better visualize the differences between the hours distribution in the Washington data
(the density shown in Figure 3) and “actual” and “usual” hours distributions in the CPS
(the densities in Figures 4 and 5), we plot the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of
each. In this case, we maintain the quarterly units of the Washington hours, and we
convert the actual and usual weekly hours reported in the CPS to quarterly units by
multiplying by 13.
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Figure 6 (panel A) plots the CDF of Washington quarterly work hours, along with
the CDF of “actual” hours for Washington workers in the CPS. Figure 7 (panel A) repeats
the CDF of the Washington quarterly hours, and superimposes the CDF of “usual”
weekly hours from the CPS. In panel B of Figures 6 and 7, we show the differences in
cumulative probabilities between the Washington hours and the CPS hours at each hour.
Figures 6 and 7 reveal two differences between the hours distributions in the
Washington data and the CPS. First, compared with the Washington data, the CPS shows
substantially reduced mass between approximately 450 and 520 hours per quarter. This is
likely a result of the employers’ use of two-week pay periods (discussed above), although
it could also partially result from workers over-reporting (or “rounding up”) their work
hours. Second, again compared with the Washington data, the CPS shows reduced mass
between about 550 and 800 hours per quarter. Only part of this can be explained by use
of two-week pay periods, because the range of reduced mass exceeds 560 hours per
quarter (the number of hours in a quarter with seven two-week pay periods). One possible
explanation is that a significant proportion of salaried workers, who are paid for 40 hours
per week, are working substantially more than 40 hours per week. An alternative
explanation is that some workers over-report work hours (including overtime hours) in
the CPS. In any event, paid hours in the Washington administrative data are less than
work hours reported in the CPS.
To summarize, compared with the Washington data on hours, self-reported work
hours in the CPS are more concentrated at 40 hours per week, and show substantial
(though less dramatic) heaping at 20, 30, 50, and 60 hours per week. In the CPS, nearly
38% of workers report 40 “actual” work hours in the previous week, and 53.5% report 40
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“usual” hours per week. The apparently smaller spike at 40 hours per week in the
Washington data (only 17%) likely results from payroll practices, and once these
practices are accounted for, it becomes clear that about 52% of workers are paid close to
40 hours per week. However, the reduced mass in the CPS hours distribution between
about 550 and 800 hours per quarter (compared with the Washington hours distribution)
suggests that a significant proportion of salaried workers—who are being paid to work 40
hours per week—are working more than 40 hours per week. These differences highlight
the underlying payroll origins of the Washington administrative records, and suggest
again that “hours” in these data should be interpreted as paid hours.

4. A Regression-Based Test of Signal-to-Noise in Hours Data
The earnings of an hourly worker who stays in a job can be expected to vary
stochastically around a fixed hourly wage rate. This observation suggests that a simple
regression of the change in log earnings between two quarters [Δln(earnit)] on the change
in log hours [Δln(hrsit)] produces a test of the accuracy of hours measurement:
Δlog(earnit) = α + β Δlog(hrsit) + εit

(1)

If hours are measured accurately, estimates of the coefficient on the change in log hours
(β) should be close to one for hourly workers (or somewhat higher if overtime is taken
into account); if hours are measured with substantial error, we would expect the slope
coefficient in this simple regression to be attenuated.
Table 2 displays estimates of such regressions using observations of Washington
workers observed with the same employer in successive quarters. The underlying sample
is the same as that shown in column 2 of Table 1, but only “stayers”—workers observed
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with the same primary employer in consecutive full quarters—are in the estimation
sample. Four estimates of the slope coefficient β are shown: two from models without
employer fixed effects [columns (1) and (2)] and two with employer fixed effects
[columns (3) and (4)]. [Estimated standard errors in columns (2) and (4) are clustered;
those in columns (1) and (3) are not.]
All four estimates of the slope coefficient equal 0.80, implying that the paid hours
records contain considerable signal. Again, hourly workers should have a coefficient
close to 1, or slightly higher than 1 when taking overtime into account. 20 For salaried
workers with fixed quarterly earnings or hours, we would expect a slope coefficient equal
to 0. But not all salaried workers’ quarterly hours are fixed, both because the number of
workdays per quarter varies and because payroll schedules result in proportional variation
in hours and earnings from quarter-to-quarter (see the discussion in the previous section).
It follows that we would expect the estimated slope for the full sample to be attenuated by
less than the full proportion of salaried workers in the full sample.
The CPS sample underlying Table 1, column 4, suggests that about 37% of
Washington workers were salaried during 2002–2014, so if hourly workers received no
overtime, and if the quarterly earnings or hours of all salaried workers were fixed, we
would expect a coefficient on the change of log hours of 0.63. But because many salaried
workers have proportional changes in earnings and hours from quarter-to-quarter (for the
reasons just discussed), we would expect a slope coefficient greater than 0.63, which is
what we see. The magnitude of the estimates in Table 2 is consistent with what we expect
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We say “slightly” because in payroll data, only 0.1% of the median hourly worker’s annual gross
earnings come from overtime pay—see Grigby, Hurst, and Yildirmaz (2021, Table 1).
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from data with little error in hours measurement, given the mix of hourly and salaried
workers. 21
Although we do not observe whether a worker is hourly or salaried in the
Washington data, we can use the CPS sample summarized in Table 1, column 4, to
tabulate the proportion of hourly paid workers in each of the 20 NAICS 2-digit industries,
then estimate equation (1) for each of the same 20 industries using the Washington data.
We would expect the industry-specific estimates of β to be positively correlated with the
proportion of hourly paid workers in the industry.
Figure 8 and Table 3 show the results of this exercise (the table shows the detail
underlying the figure.) In Figure 8, the proportion of hourly paid workers in the industry
is shown on the x-axis, and the estimated industry-specific β is shown on the y-axis. (The
solid line is a 45-degree line.) The scatterplot shows a strong positive relationship
between the proportion of hourly workers in an industry and β (the strength of the
relationship between earnings changes and hours changes). The industry-employment
weighed correlation coefficient is 0.74 (the unweighted correlation is 0.63), which is
further evidence that paid hours records in the administrative records contain
considerable signal.22
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The estimated coefficient is somewhat larger than would be suggested by Abowd and Card (1989) whose
variance-covariance matrix of changes in earnings and hours in the PSID in the 1970s implies coefficients
in the range of 0.5–0.7. The high correlation of hours and earnings implies either considerable signal in the
hours variable, or a high measurement error in both hours and earnings, coupled with highly correlated
measurement error between these two variables. As the data are administrative, the former explanation
seems more likely.
22
Note that educational services (NAICS code 61) and public administration (NAICS code 92) appear to be
outliers in the scatterplot. Recall that both are under-represented in the Washington data because many
employers in these industries do not file wage records. It follows that the proportions of hourly workers in
these industries observed in the CPS could differ greatly from the proportions in the Washington
administrative data. Given the large positive residuals for both industries, we speculate that the proportions
of hourly workers in educational services and public administration in the Washington data are
substantially higher than 43% and 48% estimated in the CPS (see Table 3, column 3).
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5. Minimum wage changes and nominal wage distributions in the Washington data
Since 2001, the minimum wage in Washington has been indexed to the Consumer Price
Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W) (Jardim et al., 2021;
Washington State Department of Labor & Industries, 2018). It makes sense, then, to
conduct a simple visual examination of whether the distribution of nominal hourly wages
in the Washington data (quarterly earnings divided by quarterly hours) reflects annual
changes in the Washington minimum wage.
Figure 9 plots the distribution of hourly wage rates with the primary employer for
each year from 2001 through 2014, with a vertical bar indicating the Washington state
minimum wage. The distributions are shown for wage rates less than $15 per hour. The
hourly wage distribution displays a spike at the minimum wage, which shifts each year
with increases in the minimum wage. The patterns in Figure 9 would not be present if
hours were measured with substantial error. 23

6. Earnings and Wage Rate Regressions
As a final assessment, we estimate Mincer-style models of log earnings and log hourly
wages to examine whether estimates based on the Washington administrative data
produce results similar to those based on the CPS. The analysis may be interesting in its
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Few reported hourly wage rates are below the minimum, but some reported wage rates less than the
minimum are expected because coverage is incomplete. For example, businesses with annual dollar sales
less than $500,000 are not subject to the minimum wage, and certain groups of workers—student workers,
learners, apprentices, and workers with disabilities—are exempt.
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own right because Mincer estimates based on U.S. administrative data, particularly those
that include employer identifiers, are not common. 24
In the Washington administrative data, we have information on demographic
characteristics and education only for the one-third of workers who claimed UI at some
time during the 2001–2014 period, so we are constrained to this subsample. Descriptive
statistics for the subsample of all full-quarter/primary employment observations with
demographic characteristics are displayed in column 3 of Table 1. (To be clear, this is a
subset of the sample summarized in column 2.) Workers who claimed UI at some time
during 2001–2014 appear to be negatively selected: compared with the sample in column
2, their average hourly wage rate was about 15% lower ($23.86 versus $28.34), and their
average work hours were longer. Also, they tended to work for smaller employers and to
be more heavily concentrated in relatively low-wage industries like retail trade, health
care and social assistance, and accommodation and food service.
6.1 Estimates based on the Washington data
Table 4 displays estimated wage and earnings regressions based on the subsample of
about 500,000 observations for which we have demographics in 2013:2 (a subset of the
sample described in column 3 of Table 1). We use a single quarter to avoid using
repeated observations of the same worker and to come as close as possible to estimating a
garden-variety Mincer model using a cross-section. The dependent variable in columns 1
through 4 is the log of the hourly wage rate, and the dependent variable in columns 5
through 8 is the log of quarterly earnings. Columns 2 and 6 add NAICS 3-digit indicators
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Abowd, Finer, and Kramarz (1999), Abowd, Lengermann, and McKinney (2002), and Barth, Davis, and
Freeman (2018) report estimates of Mincer models using LEHD data. A number of recent papers make use
of estimates from Mincer regressions without reporting underlying estimates like those in Table 4—for
example, Juhn, McCue, Monti, and Pierce (2018) and Hahn, Hyatt, and Janicki (2021).
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to the basic specification, columns 3 and 7 add individual employer indicators, and
columns 4 and 8 add employer-by-education indicators.
In the baseline log wage model (column 1), the age-wage profile peaks at age 48,
but increases to age 52–53 in models that include employer effects, which suggest
considerable heterogeneity in the age-wage profile across employers. A similar pattern
can be seen with the addition of employer effects to the log earnings models (columns 5–
8), although the age-earnings profile is less steep than the age-wage profile, peaking at
ages 47 to 49), which implies that work hours tend to decrease with age.
Estimated returns to education are substantial in the baseline wage specification,
with average wage rate penalties for high school dropouts of nearly 19 log points, and
nearly 8 log points for workers with a GED diploma, after controlling for other
observables. The return to post-secondary education is substantial: The hourly wage rate
of workers with some college or an associate degree is 13–18 log points more than high
school graduates, and the wage-rate premium of college graduates is 40 log points.
The returns to education shrink substantially when NAICS 3-digit industry
indicators (columns 2 and 6) and individual employer indicators (columns 3 and 7) are
included in the model.25 For example, the return to some college relative to high school is
nearly 50% smaller when employer effects are controlled for (about 7 log points versus
about 13 log points). This attenuation suggests that a substantial portion of the return to
education results from how workers sort to employers. Similarly, the return to a
bachelor’s degree relative to a high school diploma only about half as large within
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The estimates reflect well-known patterns of industry earnings differentials (often interpreted as industry
rents—for example, Krueger and Summers 1988) and employer earnings differentials (often interpreted as
premiums paid by certain firms or employers—for example, Abowd, Kramarz, and Margolis 1999; Card
Heining, and Kline 2013).
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employer as in the baseline wage model (about 21 log points versus about 40 log points),
again suggesting that the return to education occurs in large part through sorting to a
higher wage employers.
Comparing columns 1 and 5 suggests the returns to education are driven mainly
by hourly wages rather than work hours. In contrast, the male-female earnings gap (37
log points) substantially exceeds the male-female wage rate gap (about 26 log points),
implying that women both earn a lower wage rates and work fewer hours. The gender gap
shrinks substantially when NAICS 3-digit industry indicators and individual employer
indicators are included in the model, as did the returns to education. Within employer,
women’s hourly wages are about 10 log points lower than men’s, and their earnings are
lower by 15 log points. These gaps are less than half the size of the gaps without
employer controls (nearly 26 log points for wages and 37 log points for earnings),
suggesting that a large part of the gender wage gap manifests itself via sorting to
employers. Goldin et al. (2017) reach the same conclusion using LEHD data.
Although sorting to employers is also an important part of the black-white wage
gap, most of the black-white gap is a within-employer phenomenon. When we control for
employer fixed effects (in column 3 of Table 4) the estimated black-white wage is 10.1
log points, compared with 17.5 log points in the baseline model. This finding is similar to
Carrington and Troske (1998), who conclude that (in manufacturing) most of the blackwhite wage gap occurs within-employer.
In the richest models in Table 4 (columns 4 and 8), we interact employer with
education categories, so we estimate the average difference in log wages for workers with
the same education level at the same employer. In these models, the black-white wage
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gap is 9.2 log points (compared with 17.5 overall), and the female-male wage gap is 9.7
log points (compared with 25.6 overall), reinforcing the importance of within-employer
wage gaps.
6.2 Comparisons with the CPS
Table 5 reports log hourly wage regressions (in columns 1 and 2) and log weekly
earnings regressions (in columns 3 and 4), based on CPS outgoing rotation group data for
the United States during 2013 (a subset of the sample described in column 5 of Table
1. 26) We examine a U.S. sample, rather than a sample restricted to Washington, in order
to obtain a sample large enough to give us reasonably precise estimates. 27
The estimated hourly wage and weekly earnings regressions based on this CPS
sample are broadly similar to those in Table 4. The age-wage profile peaks about age 50–
51, and the age-earnings profile peaks about age 46–47, so again the age-earnings profile
is steeper than the age-wage rate profile. Focusing on hourly wage rates, the returns to
education are generally larger in the CPS data than in the Washington administrative
data: the return to high school graduation is 22 log points in the CPS (19 in the
Washington data), the return to an associate degree is substantially larger in the CPS (24
log points, versus 12 log points in the Washington data), and the return to a bachelor’s
degree is somewhat larger (44 log points in the CPS, versus 40 log points). In the CPS, as
in the Washington data, the returns to education shrink when industry indicators are
included in the model.
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In addition to the restrictions imposed to obtain the sample in column 5 of Table 1 (see the notes to Table
1), we restrict the sample to individuals aged 25 and older.
27
Restricting the sample to just Washington workers yields only 644 observations.
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The male-female wage rate gap is substantially smaller in the CPS than in the
Washington data (19.4 log points, versus 25.6 log points), although again a large part of
the gender earnings gap can be attributed to women working fewer hours (in the CPS, the
earnings gap is nearly 33 log points, compared with the wage rate gap of 19.4 log points).
Within industry, women’s wage rates are lower by nearly 14 log points, and their
earnings are lower nearly 24 log points, similar to the pattern is observed in the
Washington data (columns 2 and 6 of Table 4).
The difference in the black-white wage gaps estimated from the CPS and the
Washington data is striking (10 log points in the CPS, versus 17.5 log points in the
Washington data), although with industry included in the model, the estimated blackwhite wage gaps are quite similar in the CPS (9 log points) and the Washington data (11
log points in the Washington data).
To summarize, given the substantial differences between the populations from
which the CPS and the subsample of Washington data with demographics are drawn—the
at-large U.S. labor force versus workers who have claimed UI in Washington at some
time—the differences between the estimated Mincer equations in Tables 4 and 5 are
fewer than might be expected. The most conspicuous difference between the regressions
based on the CPS and Washington data is the attenuated returns to education in the
Washington sample relative to the CPS. However, we have seen that the Washington
sample with demographics is negatively selected. If negative selection increases with
education, which would not be surprising, we would then observe attenuated returns to
education.
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7. Discussion
Our examination of employers’ reporting of hours in the Washington data and individual
reporting of hours in the CPS suggests that the reliability of paid hours reporting in the
Washington administrative data is high. The analysis in section 4 checked the
longitudinal properties of hours and earnings, examining what the data imply about
known economic relationships. That analysis found a high correlation of quarter-toquarter changes in log earnings and log hours. In section 5, we found that annual
distributions of hourly wages constructed using administrative earnings and hours
variables show spikes that track the annual movement in the Washington minimum wage,
which is indexed. This is what would be expected from data with limited error. Section 6
described Mincer-style regressions using log earnings and log hourly wages. These show
age-wage profiles, returns to education, and wage differentials by race and gender similar
both to those found elsewhere in the literature and to our estimates using CPS data. For
example, the gender gap is larger for the hourly wage rate than for quarterly earnings, but
the returns to education are similar when estimated using hourly wages and quarterly
earnings. These findings are consistent with what is known about differences in work
hours by gender and education.
The main contrast between the Washington data and the CPS is in the distribution
of work hours: when compared with the Washington data, the CPS distribution of hours
suggests substantially more employment with hours in excess of 43 per week. We
attribute this difference mainly to the payroll basis of the administrative data, as opposed
to the survey basis of the CPS. That is, the Washington administrative hours reports are
best interpreted as quarterly paid hours, whereas the CPS survey hours self-reports are
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best interpreted as hours spent working, with the survey data subject to the usual caveats
about response error.28
Our conclusion that the Washington hours data are reliable squares with the
literature that has used validation studies to estimate measurement error in labor force
surveys. Using the PSID validation study, Bound et al. (1989) found a rate of error to
total variance in hours worked in the range of 0.28 to 0.37. It has also been noted that
aggregate hours in the Current Employment Statistics (CES), which are obtained from
employer reports, tend to be lower and trend differently than hours measured from the
CPS (Abraham, Spletzer and Stewart, 1998). 29
As we mentioned in the introduction, using data on hours to track labor
mobility—transitions from job to job and employment to nonemployment—is likely to be
more accurate than using earnings data. The reason is that earnings records frequently
report that a worker received earnings in a quarter following a worker’s separation from
an employer (see the discussion in section 2.1 above). It follows that using earnings to
infer whether a worker experiences a quarter of nonemployment between employment
spells with different employers may be misleading.
We illustrate this issue in Figure 10, which shows quarterly job-to-job transition
rates inferred from quarterly earnings (the dark dashed line) and from hours records (the
lighter dotted line). Because workers frequently receive payment for accumulated leave,
severance, and other payments from an employer in a quarter after they have separated,
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To the extent response error exists in the CPS, the implication is that any variable constructed with hours
in the denominator, like the hourly wage or hourly output, will be understated when using CPS data. This
could help reconcile differences in estimated labor supply elasticities at the intensive and extensive
margins, given the latter is better measured and the error is non-classical.
29
See also Frazis and Stewart (2009, 2010), who examine differences among hours data in the CPS, the
Current Employment Statistics data (based on payrolls), and the American Time Use Survey,
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the immediate job-to-job transition rate based on earnings is higher than the rate based on
hours. In 2002–2004, the earnings-based transition rate exceeded the hours-based rate by
about 0.5 percentage point (or about 6 percent on a base of 8 percent). This gap fell after
2004, and following the Great Recession it was less than 0.2 percentage points (about 3
percent on a base of 7 percent)—less substantial but not insignificant. Much of the
reduction in the gap between transition rates estimated from earnings and from hours
appears to result from the drop in missing and zero hours shown in Figure 1, but the gap
remaining after 2010 would appear to be accurate, and its implications could be usefully
explored in future research.
A limitation of this study is that we can only examine administrative hours data
from one state. We speculate that the hours data collected by Washington are of good
quality because they are used to determine eligibility for UI benefits, which in turn has
led the Washington ESD to implement software that prompts employers to make accurate
reports. As a counterexample, Minnesota does not use hours reports to administer UI, and
when Kurmann and McEntarfer (2017) examined Minnesota’s administrative hours
reports, they found a high nonresponse rate. Officials at the U.S. statistical agencies have
discussed encouraging states to add hours reports to their wage records data and
ultimately making administrative hours records part of the national system of data
collection (Bostic, Jarmin, and Moyer, 2016; Jarmin, 2019). If high quality hours data
collected through state UI systems are to become a workhorse dataset for the study of the
labor market in the United States, then understanding the measures needed to ensure the
quality of such data will be important.
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Figure 1
Proportion of observations with zero or missing work hours, Washington administrative
wage records, 2001–2014
Panel A: All quarters, all worker-employer observations

Panel B: Full quarters, primary employment only

Notes: Samples come from Washington administrative records, 2001:1–2014:4. Panel A is
constructed from all worker-quarter observations—the sample summarize in Table 1, column 1.
Panel B is restricted to “full” quarters and primary employment—the sample summarized in
Table 2, column 2. (The primary employer is the employer from whom the worker had the most
earnings in a quarter. A full quarter is a quarter that is book-ended by quarters with the same
primary employer.)
34

Figure 2
Distribution of quarterly work hours in full quarters and primary employment, Washington
administrative wage records, 2001–2014
Panel A: One-hour-per-quarter bins

Panel B: 10-hour-per-quarter bins

Notes: Work hour distributions are based on the sample summarized in Table 1, column 2. The
sample is restricted to worker-quarter observations representing full quarters and primary
employment (see the notes to Table 1). Observations with more than 1,500 hours per quarter
have been dropped.
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Figure 3
Distribution of weekly work hours (quarterly hours divided by 13) in full quarters and primary
employment, Washington administrative records, 2001:1–2014:4

Notes: Weekly work hours are constructed as the number of hours worked for the primary
employer in a quarter divided by 13, using the sample summarized in Table 1, column 2. The
sample is restricted to worker-quarter observations representing full quarters and primary
employment (see the notes to Table 1). Observations with more than 100 hours per week have
been dropped.
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Figure 4
“Actual” hours worked in the previous week on the main job, Washington observations in the
Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation Groups, January 2001–December 2014

Notes: The distribution is based on the sample summarized in Table 1, column 4—see the notes
to Table 1 for details.
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Figure 5
Usual weekly hours worked on the main job, Washington observations in the Current Population
Survey Outgoing Rotation Groups, January 2001–December 2014

Notes: The distribution is based on the sample summarized in Table 1, column 4—see the notes
to Table 1 for details.
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Figure 6
Empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of quarterly work hours, Washington
administrative records (2001:1–2014:4) and actual hours worked, Washington observations in
the Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation Groups (January 2001–December 2014)
Panel A: CDFs

Panel B: Difference between CDFs

Notes: See the notes to Figures 2 and 4. For the CPS, “actual” hours last week have been
converted to quarterly by multiplying the weekly values by 13. The data for the plots are
obtained by collapsing the data to the mean CDF of each hour, then graphing these averages
against hours per quarter. The vertical line denotes 520 hours per quarter (40 hours per week).
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Figure 7
Empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of quarterly work hours, Washington
administrative records (2001:1–2014:4) and usual hours worked, Washington observations in the
Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation Groups (January 2001–December 2014)
Panel A: CDFs

Panel B: Difference between CDFs

Notes: See the notes to Figures 2 and 5. Usual weekly hours worked in the CPS have been
converted to quarterly hours by multiplying the weekly values by 13. The data for the plots are
obtained by collapsing the data to the mean CDF of each hour, then graphing these averages
against the hours per quarter. The vertical line denotes 520 hours per quarter (40 hours per
week).
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Figure 8
Bin-scatterplot of estimated β (coefficient on Δlog hours in equation (1)), by industry
(Washington administrative data) against the proportion of hourly-paid workers (CPS)

Notes: Estimated βs (coefficients on Δlog hours in equation (1)) for each industry come from
Table 3, column 1. The proportion of Washington workers in each industry paid on an hourly
basis come from Table 3, column 3. (See the notes to Table 3 for details.) The solid line is a 45degree line. The unweighted correlation between the values on the vertical and horizontal axes is
0.63, and the industry-size weighted correlation is 0.74. The weighted regression of β on the
proportion of hourly-paid workers has an intercept of 0.397 and a slope coefficient of 0.582 (R2
= 0.55). Table 1 includes definitions of the NAICS 2-digit industry codes.
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Figure 9
Hourly wage rate distributions and the Washington minimum wage, 2001–2014

Notes: Distributions shown are for non-missing wage rates less than $15 per hour, using $1 bins,
constructed from the sample summarized in Table 1, column 2 (the sample of worker-quarter
observations representing full quarters and primary employment). Each dark vertical line denotes
the nominal Washington minimum wage in a given year. The distributions are presented by
calendar year.
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Figure 10
Job-to-job transition rates in Washington 2001–2014

Notes: The dashed line shows the 4-quarter moving average job-to-job transition rate based on
earnings. The numerator is the number of transitions defined as observations where a worker has
a different primary employer in quarter t+1 than in t and has positive earnings in both t and t+1.
The denominator is the total number of observations with positive earnings in t. The dotted line
shows a 4-quarter moving average job-to-job transition rate based on reported hours. The
numerator is the number of transitions defined as observations where a worker has a different
primary employer in quarter t+1 than in t and has positive work hours in both t and t+1. The
denominator is the total number of observations with positive work hours in t. The sample
includes all worker-quarter observations of primary employment in the Washington
administrative wage records, 2001:1–2014:4. Shaded bars denote recession quarters as defined
by the National Bureau for Economic Research, imported from the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis (https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/USRECQ, last accessed on August 24, 2021).
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Table 1
Summary statistics for alternative samples in the Washington administrative wage records (2001:1–2014:4)
and comparison samples from the Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation Groups (Washington and
United States, January 2001–December 2014)

1. All samples come from Washington quarterly administrative wage records, 2001:1–2014:4. Column 1
includes all worker-employer-quarter observations. (In column 1, a worker with two or more employers in
a quarter contributes two or more worker-employer-quarter observations.) Column 2 includes only workerquarter observations representing “full” quarters and primary employment. (A worker's primary employer
is the employer from which the largest share of earnings was received in a quarter. In a “full” quarter, a
worker with a given primary employer in quarter t had the same primary employer in quarters t–1 and t +1.)
Column 3 is further restricted to workers for whom we observe demographic information (i.e., those who
claimed UI at some time during 2001:1–2014:4). In columns 2 and 3, observations in the top and bottom
1% of the hours distribution have been dropped (> 809 hours/quarter and < 34 hours/quarter).
2. CPS samples are drawn from the outgoing rotation groups (CPS interviews 4 and 8) for each month from
January 2001 through December 2014 (Flood et al., 2020) and include salaried and hourly paid workers
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who were eligible for the so-called earner study. The sample excludes workers in the Annual Social and
Economic Supplement (ASEC), workers whose labor force information was reported by proxy, and
workers whose “actual” work hours last week were top-coded or allocated. All workers in the sample
reported positive usual weekly earnings and work hours that were not top-coded or allocated.
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Table 2
Regression estimates of the change in log quarterly earnings on the change log of quarterly hours (equation
(1)), Washington administrative wage records

Notes: The sample is the same at that described in column 2 of Table 1, but only “stayers”—workers
observed with the same primary employer in consecutive full quarters—are in the estimation sample.
Standard errors are in parentheses.
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Table 3
Estimated βs (coefficient on Δlog hours in equation (1)), by industry (Washington administrative data) and
proportion of hourly paid workers (CPS)

Notes: Samples used to estimate β for each industry (column 1) are subsets of the sample described in column 2 of
Table 1, but only “stayers”—workers observed with the same primary employer in consecutive full quarters—are in
the estimation sample. (The estimates come from the version of equation (1) that does not control for employer fixed
effects.) Column 2 (“Industry sample size”) shows the number of quarter-to-quarter changes in earnings and hours
used to estimate β for each industry. The proportion of Washington workers in each industry paid on an hourly basis
(column 3) is based on the CPS sample described in Table 1, column 4.
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Table 4

Hourly wage rate and earnings regressions, Washington administrative wage records, 2013:2

Notes: Estimates are based on the sample of 505,745 primary-employer/full-quarter observations for whom
we observe demographic characteristics in the Washington administrative records in 2013:2. This is a
subset of the sample described in Table 1, column 3. (We observe demographics only for workers who
claimed UI at some time during 2001:1–2014:4.) In addition to the sample restrictions described in the
notes to Table 1, we restrict the sample to include only workers aged 25 or older.
Standard errors are in parentheses (***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1).
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Table 5
Hourly wage rate and weekly earnings regressions, Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation Groups,
United States, 2013

Notes: Estimates are based on a sample of 40,040 observations drawn from the Current Population Survey
Outgoing Rotation Groups from January–December 2013 (Flood et al., 2020). This is a subset of the
sample described in Table 1, column 5. In addition to the sample restrictions described in the note to Table
1, workers younger than age 25 have been dropped. For salaried workers, we calculate an hourly wage by
dividing usual weekly earnings by usual weekly hours. For hourly workers, we use the hourly wage
reported in the outgoing rotation group interview.
Standard errors are in parentheses (***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1).
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